The innovative
brand new Pyrros sink,
now available!

Pyragranite Drainer

Key Features

embodies Steel Bowl

OVERALL DIMENSIONS
100 x 52 x 19cm

TAP HOLES
3 SEMI PUNCHED

STEEL THICKNESS
0,8mm

BOWL DIMENSIONS
50 x 40 x 19cm

BOWL CORNER RADII
50mm

INSTALLATION TYPE
INSET

A love story in progress!

ORIENTATION
LEFT & RIGHT HAND BOWL

Pyragranite Pyrros is the innovative, new – concept sink brought to you by
Pyramis. Pyrros has a granite body with clean, soft lines, and a spacious 50x40cm
deep stainless steel bowl with 50mm corner radii, integrated in the granite drainer. The eccentric combination of anti-corrosion stainless steel bowl, enfolded by
the high-durability granite drainer, create a solid, robust, and yet harmonious and
soft-edged result.
Pyramis’ traditional production of stainless steel sinks comes together with its
up-to-date granite premises and delivers to you a sink of unique design and exceptional appeal for a whole new kitchen experience.
The innovative Pyrros design will leave your imagination free to create, unleashing a strong love story between you and your kitchen. Turn your kitchen into a
movie studio. Let us worry about the set and improvise!

Materials
Pyragranite Composition
Pyragranite sinks consist of 80% natural quartz (silica), while the remaining 20%
of the mixture consists of resins and other substances that assist in binding. Mold,
stains and unpleasant smells are often caused by bacteria. Pyragranite homogenous, without pores, surface prevents the bacteria accumulation making your
sink cleaner and safer.

Colours

Stainless Steel Bowl
PYRAMIS uses traditionally the best quality performance Stainless Steel material
AISI 304. This type of stainless steel contains a significant amount of chromium,
and sufficient nickel to «stabilise» the microstructure, that gives to these steel
goods formability and ductility. The typical composition is 18% chromium and
10% nickel and this makes PYRAMIS’ Stainless Steel Sinks extremely resistant to
rust or corrosion in normal household conditions.
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